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Abstract: This research explores a new realm of soft robotic materials where the stiffness magnitude,
directionality, and spatial resolution may be precisely controlled. These materials mimic biological
systems where localized muscle contractions and adjustment of tissue stiffness enables meticulous,
intelligent movement. Here we propose the use of a low-melting-point (LMP) metal lattice structure
as a rigid frame using localized heating to allow compliance about selectable axes along the lattice.
The resulting shape of the lattice is modeled using product of exponentials kinematics to describe the
serial chain of tunably compliant axes; this model is found to match the behavior of the physical test
piece consisting of a Field’s metal (FM) lattice encased in silicone rubber. This concept could enable
highly maneuverable robotic structures with significantly improved dexterity.

Keywords: soft robotics; compliant materials; spatial control; axes of compliance; manipulator
kinematics; robot dexterity; bio-inspired design; low-melting-temperature metal

1. Introduction

Soft robotics and compliant robotic mechanisms have become increasingly popular over the last
few years as their soft, compliant nature makes them safe for interaction with humans and ideal
for applications that require adaptability, such as in squeezing through tight spaces or grasping
objects [1–3]. Most soft robotics research is aimed toward addressing key challenges such as achieving
energy efficiency, meeting perceptual demands required for human interaction, achieving high
strength while maintaining flexibility, and mimicking seemingly simple human capabilities that
require complicated control algorithms and unintuitive physical design [4,5].

Many soft robotic actuators are fabricated using elastomeric materials activated by pneumatic
chambers that deform the elastomer when pressurized [6–10]. Fiber reinforcements and high pressure
within the pneumatic chambers enable these hands and grippers to exert substantial forces [3,11,12].
Other soft actuators are fabricated with thin electrode coatings on both sides of an elastomer that cause
deformation of the elastomer when a high voltage is applied across the electrodes [9]. 4D printing has
been employed to enable self-bending of spatial assemblies upon stimulation via heat, light, electricity,
etc. [13]. These methods involve patterned deposition of ink to induce localized heating/shrinkage
under infrared irradiation or spatially controlled swelling of a medium within a polymer matrix [13,14].
Despite significant progress toward innovative soft actuation mechanisms that enable mobility and
flexibility, soft actuators have yet to match the capabilities of natural muscle in terms of combined
strength, flexibility, and compactness [9,10].

Progress in this field is limited by a need for robotic structures that can offer both high strength
and adaptability. This may be achieved by modifying pre-existing rigid robots to allow compliant
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behavior under certain conditions, or alternatively by adding tunable stiffness to compliant soft
robotic structures. Many biological systems operate by adjusting the stiffness of tissues and contracting
localized muscle groups to achieve directional stiffness while allowing flexibility in some directions [15].
These biological concepts are brilliant, and they serve as inspiration for this research field [7,16,17].

Progress has been made toward the development of variable stiffness materials as a means of
stiffening soft robotic structures. Researchers have developed materials with stiffness magnitudes that
may be controlled by a temperature stimulus. These materials typically consist of a low-melting-point
(LMP) metal alloy or a rigid rubber encased in an elastomer; when heated, the rigid material melts or
softens, making the composite material flexible [18–21]. Thus, robotic materials may transform form
rigid structures to soft, compliant members upon melting of a rigid internal skeleton.

Some effort has been made toward exploration of directional stiffness control in soft robotic
mechanisms. Typically, pneumatically actuated soft robots operate by pressurizing chambers solely as
a means of achieving motion of the robot, but a pneumatically actuated soft robot has been developed
that offers simultaneous control of both stiffness and position through the pressurization of antagonistic
chambers [22]. Still, there exists a need for stronger variable stiffness robotic elements that offer
directional stiffness control. By heating localized segments of an LMP material rod encased in an
elastomer, bending may be induced at different locations along the rod [20,21]. Extending this idea of
controllable compliance locations onto more advanced geometric structures could allow for intricate
control of directional stiffness. As reviewed by Laschi et al. [1], two main approaches are used in
stiffening soft bodies: antagonistic arrangement of soft actuators, and semiactive actuators with
stiffness variability. This work falls under the latter category where the ability to locally control
stiffness is the primary objective. The focus is no longer just on the method of stiffening, as reviewed by
Manti [23], but on how the geometry of the underlying materials provide greater ability to manipulate
the soft robotic component and the surrounding environment.

The proposed work is directed toward the goal of stiffness control in directionality and spatial
resolution. Rather than focusing purely on the adjustability of overall material stiffness magnitude,
this research focuses on the development of a device that exhibits both a larger scale of stiffness levels,
and increased spatial control over the axes of compliance. Here a Field’s metal (FM) lattice structure
is encased in silicone with localized heating elements that allow control over the axes of compliance.
This work is aimed at testing the hypothesis that added capability of greater dexterity and precision in
exertion of forces on the environment, as well as improved control of the soft robotic mechanism is
attainable through geometric patterning and localized temperature control. A model of the compliant
structure is developed by approximating compliant joints as revolute joints with pseudo-rigid body
modeling [24,25].

Development of complete forward kinematics to describe the motion of the robotic element could
allow for precise control of robotic elements as illustrated in Figure 1. Applications in the soft robotics
field could enable highly dexterous fingers or end extenders that are far less kinematically limited than
conventional grasping mechanisms.

a b c

Figure 1. Predicted bending of Field’s metals (FM) lattice achieved by activating different heating
elements shown in red. Mathematical model is based on the product of exponentials method of forward
kinematics applied to three cases where (a) shows bending along transverse axes w1,3, w2,3, and w3,3;
(b) shows bending along diagonal axes w1,1, w2,1, and w3,1; and (c) shows bending along w1,2 and w3,1.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Piece Fabrication

A test piece consisting of an FM lattice encased in a thin silicone matrix is fabricated to demonstrate
the directional stiffness controllability that can be achieved through localized heating. Figure 2 shows
the step-by-step fabrication process for the test piece. First, a mold is 3D printed out of Polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) following fabrication methods proposed by Swensen et al. [26] with hollow, diamond-shaped
channels inside for the FM. The diamond shape of the channels eliminates the need for printing
support material in the mold. An injection hole and tiny vent holes are drilled in the top of the mold
after printing to allow air to escape as the FM is injected with a syringe. After the metal solidifies in the
channels, the mold is submerged in water for two days until the PVA mold is completely dissolved,
exposing the bare FM lattice. The silicone matrix is then cast in layers to ensure proper spacing between
components and prevent direct contact between the Nichrome heating elements and the FM lattice.

a b

c d

Figure 2. The fabrication steps for patterned FM test piece, showing (a) FM injected into the 3D-printed
soluble mold; (b) FM lattice with soluble mold material dissolved; (c) layout of Nichrome heating
elements; and (d) final casting layer of silicone matrix.

2.2. Deriving Forward Kinematics with Changing Axes of Compliance

Using the language of differential geometry represented as Lie groups and Lie algebras [27],
rigid body transforms between coordinate frames are often represented in terms of the exponential
map from the Lie algebra SE(3) to the Lie group SE(3). In the general case, given a function of
instantaneous velocities represented as the screw ξ̂(t) ∈ SE(3), withˆ : R6 → SE(3) the isomorphism
between the reals and the Lie algebra, the relationship between the instantaneous velocities and the
corresponding coordinate frame transformation is

gab(t) = e
∫ t

0 ξτdτ gab(0), gab(t) ∈ SE(3). (1)

In the particular case where the instantaneous velocities can be written as the product of a constant
twist and a time-varying parameter, ξ̂(t) = ξ̂cq(t), the treatment of gab(t) and its time derivatives are
greatly simplified. The tunably compliant FM test piece here is explicitly designed such that constant
twists describe its motion in each of the tunably compliant configurations. This behavior is observable
in Figure 3 where its bending along each of the axes can be described by a constant twist multiplied
by a bend angle. Then, the serial chain of tunably compliant axes may be described as a product of
exponentials where the direction of compliance of each segment is parameterized by an associated
constant twist and joint motions,

gST(q) = eξ1q1(t)eξ2q2(t) . . . eξnqn(t)gST(0). (2)
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This type of kinematic simplification is demonstrated in Figure 3 for a 3-segment case of the LMP
truss fabricated for this experiment. In this example, two heaters in each segment allow the truss to
be melted along either diagonal axis, wi,1 or wi,2, or when both are heated simultaneously the axis of
rotation is wi,3. The elastomer elements surrounding the low-melting-point metals can be modeled
as a torsional spring about the axis of compliance cause by the melted metal. This approach relies
on mechanism simplifications for compliant mechanism pioneered by Howell [28], where compliant
joints are considered using pseudo-rigid body modeling with joints that are not fixed. Thus, the tendon
force to mechanism configuration can be solved through a combination of the forward kinematics,
associated Jacobian, and the tendon routing and tension force. As shown in Figure 3, the axis directions
wi,i, a point that lies on the selected axis qi, and the reference configuration gST(0) (defined where
all joint angles are zero) are used to develop the compliant axis-dependent forward kinematics of
the system.
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Compliant Axis-Dependent Forward Kinematics 
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Figure 3. The kinematics of 3-segment lattice where the axes of compliance can be chosen through
selective melting. Here the kinematics are developed using a product of exponentials formulation and
the axis of rotation is defined by the axis of selective melting for each segment, wi,p. These potential
axes of compliance are shown for each segment in red, green, and blue.

The forward kinematics matrices for an example case are shown in Figure 4 where the compliance
axes ω1,3, ω2,3, and ω3,3 are selected.

2.3. Predictive Model

A predictive model of the lattice bending is constructed based on the product of exponentials
method to describe the bending of the structure as different elements are heated. By placing reference
coordinate frames at intermediate points along the lattice, the coordinates of each of the 21 lattice
vertices can be calculated given bending axis selections and joint angles as inputs. Points on the lattice
between the base and the first axis w1,i are not affected by any joint bending; lattice points between
w1,i and w2,i are affected only by the axis and angle of the first joint; lattice points between w2,i and
w3,i are affected by the first two joints; and lattice points beyond the third joint are affected by the axis
and bending angle of every joint. Placing a reference coordinate frame at the center qi of each of the
three segments that rotates and shifts with the lattice based on the bending of the preceding joints
simplifies the modeling of points on the lattice. Each of these intermediate coordinate frames has its
own reference configuration (gSU(0), gSV(0), gSW(0)) which is multiplied by the matrix exponentials
of only the joints that precede it. As shown in Figure 3, the forward kinematics equation gST(θ) relating
configuration of the tool frame relative to the stationary frame relies on the product of exponentials
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from all three joints. The kinematics equations relating the intermediate frames to the stationary frames
rely on only the exponentials for the joints that exist between the two frames being related.
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Figure 4. Development of forward kinematics matrices for specific example case where compliance
axes ω1,3, ω2,3, and ω3,3 are selected, allowing bending along the three transverse axes.

To test the validity of the kinematics equations described above, the shape of the test piece
is modeled in MATLAB for three different combinations of bending axes as shown in Figure 1.
The coordinates of the lattice points are governed by the kinematics equations developed above using
the product of exponentials method.

The predictive model is then compared with experimental results to verify the applicability of the
product of exponentials kinematics modeling method for this application. A low voltage is applied
across the heating elements in the fabricated test piece in the combinations shown in Figure 1 where the
red lines represent activated heating elements. Once the test piece has melted locally at the Nichrome
elements, a tendon attached to the tip of the lattice is pulled to initiate bending along the compliant
axes. The resulting shape of the test piece is expected to match the shape of the predictive models
in Figure 1.

3. Results

3.1. Verification from Physical Model

The three cases from Figure 1 modeled in MATLAB were tested with the physical lattice to
qualitatively verify the theoretical model. Good agreement was found between the physical and
theoretical models. As seen in Figure 5, the FM lattice bent along the desired axes when the appropriate
segments were melted locally. This behavior supports the hypothesis that the motion of the tip and
intermediate points of a robotic element can be described using simple forward kinematics relationships
that account for selection of different compliance axes.

3.2. Successive Melting

It is interesting to note that if the metal is melted along a particular axis then allowed to solidify
in a new shape after bending along the axis, it fundamentally changes the underlying kinematics.
A simplified modeling technique for this scenario is to observe that the only thing that has changed
from the previous derivation of the kinematics is an additional change to the form of gSi(0). As such,
the simplified model can be adapted to allow not only changes in the axis of compliance through wi
and qi, but through a change in the nominal configurations, gSi(0).
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a b c

Figure 5. Bending achieved by FM test piece showing (a) bending along transverse axes w1,3, w2,3,
and w3,3; (b) bending along diagonal axes w1,1, w2,1, and w3,1; and (c) bending along w1,2 and w3,1.

This work focuses primarily on the bending motion of the structure as it depends on the selected
axis and the input joint angles. Evaluating the relationship between the tendon tension/routing and
the resulting joint configurations would rely heavily on the kinematic adaptation of the reference
configurations gSi(0) caused by the successive melting and re solidifying of joints in new configurations.
If we are dealing with constant tendon force, greater bending of the lattice is achieved when joints
are heated one-at-a-time. However, in the case of this experiment, the displacement of the tendon is
held constant rather than the tension, so the bending behavior is not affected by the heating sequence.
For this work, the succession of axis melting/bending has no effect on the motion of structure since we
are focusing on the relationship between joint axes and angles and the resulting motion/shape of the
robotic element.

3.3. Grid Spacing

The grid spacing and width of the heating elements also affect the bending behavior of the lattice.
As seen in Figure 2, each heating element melts a certain width of the lattice. When the width of the
heated area is small relative to the grid size, more precise control can be achieved. On the other hand,
when the width of the heated zone is large relative to the lattice grid size, the orientation of the axes
may vary within the heated area. As shown in Figure 6, bending is allowed along any axis contained in
the heated zone. This could result in imprecision in the motion of the lattice when the heating elements
occupy a wide space. In the future, we hope to make lattices even smaller to enable more dexterous
motions; this will require narrower heating elements to avoid diversion from the analytical model.
Future work will quantify these effects by measuring deviations from the theoretical model caused by
different grid spacings and element widths in the physical model.

Intended bending axis

Other possible bending axes

Heated area

Figure 6. Effects of grid spacing and heating element width on bending axis precision. For this
particular heated zone, bending is allowed along any axis between the green and blue axes. This could
cause discrepancy between experimental and theoretical results if the analytical model is based on the
intended bending axis but actual bending occurs about a different axis within the heated zone.
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4. Discussion

A simple FM lattice encased in a silicone matrix with six heating elements proved capable of
bending along nine different axes with the axes of compliance selected/controlled by the heating
of localized segments. Whereas previous studies on multi-stiffness materials have investigated
controllability of overall material stiffness, this work presents an initial step toward a new realm
of stiffness variability where the directionality of the stiffness is controlled in addition to its magnitude.

Applications abound where this increased spatial control could lend itself to advanced robotic
manipulation. A new level of dexterity could be attainable through intricate patterning that mimics
human tissue in finger-like end effectors. On a larger scale, a thick robotic arm could be capable of
both exerting large forces and then collapsing along specified axes to squeeze through tight spaces
using a simple temperature stimulus in strategic geometric patterns to trigger a drastic change in
physical characteristics.

As more intricate geometric patterns are developed, the challenge of unintentional compliant
axes may arise where two or more nearby axes heated simultaneously could result in an additional
compliant axis spanning across elements heated by the activated axes. However, strategies can be
developed to combat these challenges and avoid compromise of controllability.

Further research will explore the extension of this two-dimensional lattice into three dimensions.
Applying 3D patterning of LMP metals to bulk robotic materials could enable highly maneuverable
robots that could easily adapt to a constrained environment and perform intricate, intelligent tasks.
Predictive models that take into account tendon routing and material properties of the enclosing soft
robotics materials will also be explored as well as different mechanisms for locally deforming structures.
Future work will provide a comprehensive comparison of quantitative results from experimental
testing with the analytical model.
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